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Executive Summary – The Company 

 Kotopia is an Egyptian Book Publisher based & registered in 
Alexandria, in 2016. Kotopia is a young and dynamic 
company with highly experienced personnel focusing on 
delivering high quality content to the Arabic library and 
Arabic Publications.

 Kotopia’s differential advantage is that we are keen to 
provide our readers with a unique experience and valuable 
content that contributes and improves thought and 
literature, whether we offer historical books, studies, 
biographies, translations, or novels. 



Executive Summary – Our Mission 

Kotpia mission is to provide easy access to original and 
valuables, and unique Arabic content through different 
platforms that offer digital, audio and paperback books and to 
encourage talented Arabic writers to share their enthusiastic 
thoughts and content that reinforce the Arabian identity.



The Company – Company Leadership  



Publications – Translation 

2019
 Russian: Baba Yaga, won the best translated 

novel in Cairo Book Fair 2019.
 English: The old curiosity shop, a master piece 

of Charles Dickens

2020
 Russian: Roza, Livestock dealers (Chekhov)
 French: Planet of Apes, A journey to Iraq
 German: Everything is quiet on the western front.

2021-2025
Ambitious project to translate:
 From untapped languages.
 Masterpieces of Literature.



The Company – 2019 Publications  



The Company – 2020 Publications  



Historical Publications

Al-Haj Aliman
A historical novel tells the story of a German soldier during and 
after World War I and how he volunteered in the ranks of the 
French fighting army in North Africa, then how he moved to the 
ranks of the enemy and joined the Moroccan resistance in the 
countryside.

Author: Ibrahem Ahmed Essa
An Egyptian author specialized in historical novels, published his 
first novel in 2014 and published after that 3 more novels 
(Boshrat – about Muslims revolution in Andalus 1566, Keep 
Alive – about the starvation people faced during Fatimid period 
in Egypt, Bari – The story of a Muslim leader who led the 
Muslims and ruled Bari in south Italy). Ibrahem won Katara Prize 
for Novel in 2018 and was shortlisted in Rashed contest this year 
for his novel (The story of Sansho).



Historical Publications

Nasr Al-Din Journey
A historical novel tells the story of Hijaz train that was built by 
Ottoman Sultan Abdel Hameed at the beginning of the 20th

century. The novel discussed the situation of the different cities 
ruled by Ottoman such as Istanbul, Aleppo, Cairo, Medina, 
Sarajevo, and more, explaining how people suffered from the 
first world war and how each one perceived the situation.

Author: Ayman Howera
An Egyptian engineer has a passion in history, published many 
articles in several blogs such as Sasa Post, Al-Jazeera blogs, 
Turkey Post, Huffington Post, Ida2at, etc. Ayman is part of 
Busma historical research team who published 2 books (History 
as it happened 1 , 2).



Historical Publications

History as it happened
In this book, a simple attempt to remove dust from many events 
that have affected and has both distortion and veneration, an 
attempt to formulate history an objective formulation that is not 
marred by courtesy or slander.

Author: Busma Team



Historical Publications
A trip to the Ottoman Empire
In this book, you will find the details of the trips of early French 
scholars who were sent to explore the Mideleast in preparation 
for the French colonialization France. France was starting a new 
era of undefeated power and strong ambitions to conquer new 
territories, which made it urgent for France to have 
such "scientific report" or trip C . A. Olivier indicated in his 
introduction that this trip is not a novel of pleasure, and not 
literary descriptions of the scenery and wonderful regions he 
saw, or the personal situations he went through, but rather a 
history of the aspects and things that he was assigned to. The 
Executive Council of the Revolution, and it is a "scientific 
report." Nevertheless, the journey, with its abstract scientific 
and descriptive diversity, was enjoyable, exceptional and 
exciting.

Author: Ahmed Al-Sharkawy



Historical Publications

Disasters are yet to come

A historical epic about the rise and fall of Zionism in Europe and 
its relationship to the Rothschild family.

Author: Abdel Rahman Shaker

Alternatives scenarios

A philosophical historical novel that deals with the idea of 
alternative scenarios in history, and what if these scenarios 
were achieved and how the articulated events in history had to 
change from the present and the future

Author: Ayman Howera, and other authors



Historical Publications
Al-Boshrat

A historical novel that tells about the revolution of the Moors in 
Al-Boshrat, and how they rose to the Castilians. A novel that 
takes you to the streets of Granada and Almerian beaches

Author: Ibrahem Ahmed Essa

Silk Route (Tarik Al-Harir)

A historical fantasy tells the oldest trade route in the world, the 
journey to seek truth and the eternal struggle between good 
and evil

Author: Ibrahem Ahmed Essa



Historical Publications

Andalus Books:

Men who made the history
Andalusian after Garanada has fallen
Youssef bin Tashfeen



Novels
Mediocre
An Egyptian immigrant in the United States (Hazem) was living the 
American dream to the highest extent. He had a very respected and 
well-paying job as a Dataencryption scientist. He used to work with 
hash-hash and sensitive data. Suddenly, fate put him in unexpected 
spy war among the most dangerous agents of Mosaad, CIA and the 
Egyptian Intelligence.

Would Hazem sacrifice his career, family, and life to go through this 
adventure? There is a lot at stake for Hazem if he decides to get 
involved in this secretive(Spying) mission, but he is getting sick of 
living a boring life and looking for a change that brings back energy 
and excitement to his soul.

Author: Fady Zoweil
An Egyptian Author, Migrated to the United States since 10 years, 
travelled to more than 30 countries on business and leisure. He is 
interested in studying cultural differences and the history of old 
civilizations.



Novels

The war of Oasis: Fantasy novel.

Shams: Social novel about the war in Port Said in 1956.

Prisoner 407: Social novel about the life of an immigrant because of the war.

Al-Jesas: Fantasy novel revolves in three different times and deals with the eternal 
dilemma and the historical battle between the forces of good and evil.

Younus Strands: A mix between mystical and philosophical doctrine and the struggle 
between mind and heart.



Romance



Religious

The Lord’s Generation - Masterpieces from the life of female companions (Sahabyat)

These two books take us through the era of the Prophet companions who lived with and 
witnessed the Prophet, may God’s prayers and peace be upon him, and his wisdom and 
day to day interactions. These books present the realistic and bright positions for a group 
of leaders of this generation who lived In the era of prophecy, they were taught by the 
best professor of human history.



Thank You for your time

New Horizons of Knowledge

Contact us: info@kotopia.org


